MOVIE SHOWING

“GENERATION STARTUP”

AUGUST 31
THURSDAY

sPACE
(Shidler Room E-402)

5:00PM Start
(4:45PM Doors Open)

Open to classified UH students
POPcorn BAR
*While supplies last

GENERATION STARTUP captures the struggles and triumphs of six recent college graduates who put everything on the line to build startups in Detroit. Shot over 17 months, it’s an honest, in-the-trenches look at what it takes to launch a startup. Directed by Academy Award winner Cynthia Wade and award-winning filmmaker Cheryl Miller Houser, the film celebrates risk-taking, urban revitalization, and diversity while delivering a vital call-to-action—with entrepreneurship at a record low, the country’s economic future is at stake.

ORGANIZER
SHIDLER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
PACIFIC ASIAN CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP